The Criminal’s Veil

Caution: Dark Streets May Be Hazardous to Students
EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the second in
a two-part series on the street lighting
problem In the !QS area.
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By CRAIG EVANS
Daily Campus Life Editor
It could have been from the pages of "1984."
There was the dull throb of mechanical
blades beating at the hazy night air and two
ornnious lights
one white, one green twinkling hesitantly in the distance through
the night’s gloom marking the boundaries of
the craft.
Suddenly it paused and an inquiring shaft
of light shot down from the craft like a laser,
prying into the secrets of the night time street
below. An instant later the shadowy craft
withdrew its beam of light and moved to
another spot where it again paused and repeated the act.
SHIVER
One expected to see flames burst forth from
the places where the shafts of light touched,
fancying the machine to be one of the Martian tripods for H. G. Wells’ "War of the
Worlds" instead of a police helicopter on
patrol.
It made one shiver. Big Brother was watching.

A small group of SJS students had just
returned from a movie and stood in their
parking lot on 11th Street witnessing the eerie
scene.
One student mentioned something about
an invasion of privacy. Another reminded the
others that it was Nov. 22, 1969, not 1984.
The others disagreed and pointed at the helicopter hovering nearby.
Occupied by their conversation, the students
didn’t see another group of young men creeping up behind them and Were taken by surprise. A scuffle ensued and the latter group
finally fled. It had been an attempted robbery.
The police helicopter had flown directly over
the scene, but the darkness that filled the
street and the parking lot had prevented the
officers from seeing the disturbance.
The students returned to their conversation
after losing their assailants to the shadows,
but the topic had changed to the inadequacy
of police protection.
But how can the police do their job if they
can’t see?
Had there been adequate street lighting the
incident and many like it may never have
occured.
With proper lighting the students may not

have been taken by surprise. The assailants
would base been less likely to escape. The
police would have seen the disturbance.
Pick up a stack of newspapers spanning a
month, any month, thumb through them and
count the number of accidents, robberies,
rapes, assaults all criminal acts -that have
uccured in the 63 square block area surrounding SJS during that time.
Then ask yourself why this small segment
of San Jose has more than its proportional
share of accidents and crime,

upon the discovery of fire, found that it provided safety for himself and his family from
prowling animals. Indians and early settlers
used it for the same purpose.
"As settlements and communities around
the world grew and became more sophisticated, light became increasingly important
as a power over misery and darkness," the
article confined. The Greeks, Romans and
Syrians used burning faggots "to make the
night safer."
Today, the best -lighted sections of cities are
the business districts, according to the article,
because "businessmen, merchants, theater
owners and others find that safe, well -lighted
streets attract more shoppers and help to put
them in a buying mood."
The residential districts, however, are not
as well lighted because "many (residents)
beliew the cost of installing adequate lighting
makes it an unrealistic solution Ito crime and
accidentsi, but too little attention Is given
to the staggering cost which crime and traffic
accidents impose upon both their victims and
to society as a whole," an article by Charles
Farnsley, former U.S. Congressman from
Kentucky, in the same issue of the Times.
sta ted.
Jim Wilson, member of San Jose’s North-

DARKNESS
If you walk down the darkened streets in
this area- from Fourth to 17th and from
Santa Clara to Reed streets
you’ll know
why. There is an overabundance of darkness
to hide any criminal act.
’’The earliest known use of street lighting
was aimed at crime prevention," states an
article in the Feb. 5, 1967, New York Times.
"Studies have shown that . . . improvements
in lighting tend to lower the rates of certain
crimes . .
from 10 per cent to 87 per cent,"
the article said.
A related article in the same edition of the
Times stated that "ever since the dawn of
time, man has needed light. The eaVi. man,

side Neighborhood Association Lighting Committee, said:
"If we are to realize our citizenship responsibilities, it is essential that we work together
as neighbors for our own and our neighbors’
benefit; adequate street lights are a real step
forward toward a better neighborhood for us
all."
LIGHTING CA MPA 111 N
All Women’s Council I A WC , riTresi.nting
23 SJS womens organizations, is currently
working on a campaign to bring street lighting to the 63 square block area surrounding
SJS.
"It isn’t until we have well lighted streets
that students will be able to walk down their
own streets at night without fear," said Mrs.
Phyllis Sutphen, AWC adviser.
Mrs. Sutphen said that 216 property owners
have signed the petitions and AWC has
obtained the addresses of 297 absentee Property owners to whom it will send post cards
asking their support.
Mrs. Sutphen said that "some of the older
property owners are resistant to the project
because they have lived there all their lives
without street lighting and don’t think they
need it now since they don’t go out at night.
Others can’t wait to sign the petitions."

Lecture, Film

RTAN DAILY

Dr, Robert Davis, SJS graduate in
physical education and holder of a
doctorate from University of Southern California, will present a lecture and film on the coeducational
"Outward Bound Program" tomorrow at 12:30 In ED100, Dr. Roberts
personally participated in the program and has written about it in
professional Journals.
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Danish Educator
Slated To Speak
Distinguished Danish educator Aage
Nielsen will speak to New College
students and faculty today at 3:30 p.m.
in Ed100. All SJS students and faculty
are invited.
Nielsen, a founder of innovation college programs in Denmark, is the author of the book "Lust for Learning."
The discussion will center on experimental educational programs.

No. 44

Dick Gregory Niggers No More

Dr. Harvey
To Lecture
On ’Tragedy’
Dr. Thomas H. Harvey, associate
dean of the School of Science and
Mathematics, will discuss "The Tragedy of the Commons" today at noon
in the Umunhum Room of the College
Union,
Dr. Harvey’s talk is part of the
continuing seminar on ecological problems, sponsored by the Experimental
College I ExCl.
The "tragedy," according to Dr.
Harvey, is:
"There are too many people and too
little land. Too many people and too
little air. Too many people and too
little water. World-wide, there are too
many people and not enough food."
He said he will emphasize that the
basic attitudes of Americans must
change, and that land use must be
measured in better terms than money.
Dr. Harvey has been associate dean
since 1968. He was previously director
of field studies in natural history for
SJS.
A native of Black Hills, S.D., Dr.
Harvey has been a professor at SJS
since 1955. He received his A.B. and
M.A. from San Diego State College,
and his Ph.D. from the University of
California at Berkeley.
The professor also serves as a research biologist for the U.S. Department of the Interior’s National Park
Service, an ecology instructor for the
National Audition Society, and an
ecology consultant for the San Francisco Bay Conservation and Development Commission IBCDC),
Dr. Harvey described his job with
the BCDC as "reviewing permits and
trying to evaluate their impact on the
environment, and making a recommendation to the Commission. Ninetynine per cent of the time I say don’t
develop."
Dr. Harvey has published several
works on biology and ecology includA
ing "From Atoms to Adams
Biological History of Man."
A question and answer period will
follow the lecture.

Weather
Today’s weather will he continued
fair and mild. T
,rrow’s weather
will be a real shocker! Weilnesday
a repeat of the weather of the past
two weeks
shoek! shoek: Early
morning fog and afternoon smog
both tlays. High today Mi. BY.

By TERRY PENNE!.
Daily Staff Writer
Dick Gregory, this year’s Scholar-inResidence, today will resume the first
of four scheduled appearances on the
SJS campus with a program of class
discussions and "rap" sessions following yesterday’s enthusiastic student
turn-out.
Gregory will visit S112 from 9:3010:45, New College from 10:45-noon
and JC141 from 1-2:15.
Students, faculty and the general
public are also invited to attend a reception in the Black Studies Department from 3:30-6 p.m. for the 38-year-

Judiciary Holds
Closed Hearing
On SJS Thefts
Dndy Photo by V,nce Cernogna
DICK GREGORY ... Scholar -in -Residence

Vietnam Conflict Continues
By JAY GREENAN
Daily Political! Writer
During the past two months millions
of Americans have participated in demonstrations and mtrehes against the
war in Vietnam. What good has this
participation done to bring an earlier
end to the war?
Mike Gtumann, a local leader of the
Mobilization Committee
Student
(SMC), organizers of the moratorium
and marches, says, "Many more people
have taken part in anti -war activities
in the past two months than ever before. We had over 300,000 people
march in San Francisco, of whom probably only 50,000 had ever taken part
in an anti -war protest helot e."
Griimann believes that anti -war sentiment grows as the war continues
with demonstrations and mass marches
showing people’s feelings that the war
must be brought to an end now.
"Increased support for the anti -war
movement will show President Nixon a
clear mandate from the people," said
Grumann.
Local SMC has planned continued activities for December. "It will center
around a three part program aimed at
showing how our educational system is
contributing to the war in Vietnam and

organizing GI and civilian anti -war activity." related Grumann.
"We will be doing research on campus complicity with the war, projecting
towards a war clime tribunal to be
held in late January." he said.
A meeting of SMC is scheduled for
today at 4 p.m. in Morris Dailey to discuss the December Moratorium,

The Associate Students (A.S.) Judiciary closed a hearing from the public
yesterday concerning alleged thefts
from the Spartan Bookstore.
The defendants asked for a closed
hearing so that names would not be
made public.
The Daily reporter covering the
meeting objected, pointing out that
Act 36, governing Judiciary, reads in
Sect. III, M, 1 that ’The defendant
appearing before the Judiciary may
have a closed hearing, by so stating."
The objection came on the word
"may," since the previous word used
was "shall," which connotes an automatic closed hearing.
The -may" was interpreted that the
Judiciary, by conferring among themselves can either grant or deny the
request.
Once the decision is made it will
then go to the dean of students, the
vice president and then the president.

Instructional-TV Supervisor
Seeks ’Spoof’ Look-A likes
Will Don Knot to, John Wayne and
Jackie Gleason please step forward?
Althotigh these famous personages
may not attend SJS, Frank McCann,
production supervisor for Instructional
Television here, asserts that there
-must be three men built like John,
Don and Jackie on this campus."
McCann is casting for a television
spoof of renowned psychologist Dr. W.
H. Sheldon’s famous typology on personality and body types.
Sheldon’s theory is concerned with
psychological relationships with physical appearance.

Dr. James Asher, professor of psychology, is also involved in McCann’s
campus search.
For such a task, everyone’s help is
necessary. So students of SJS are
asked to turn talent -scouts. Keep alert
for the tall -in-the-saddle Westerner
type, the n-n -n -nervous slender-type,
and the larger-how -sweet -it -is -type.
Anyone

answering

or

resembling

those descriptions should contact McCann in Room 203 of the Audio Visual
Center, or call extension 2448. Fame is
just around the corner.

old Black comedian, author and civil
rights leader,
Yesterday afternoon, Gregory visited
classrooms and held a question and answer session between reels of "Battle
of Algiers," based on the revolutionary
struggle of Algeria for independence
from the French, during which he described the Black revolution in America today as a similar phenomena.
He also spoke out on contemporary
issues and figures such as
Lyndon
Johnson, institutionalized racism in
America, the Vietnam war and Spiro T.
Agnew.
Earlier in the day Gregory visited
an "Intellectual History Since 1865"
class in Centennial Hall where he centered his conversation on institutionalized racism in America and the nation’s
recorded history.
"American history is a racist doctrine," he asserted. "For example, when
the Indians won it was a ’massacre’
but when the cavalry won it was a
’great military victory.’"
RESEARCH NEEDED
Gregory told students they must undertake tremendous amounts of outside research to bring out the historic
accomplishments of the Black man.
’There is only one way Blacks can react after reading White history. All
we’ve ever heard about is what hoodlums we are."
He maintains the Black man doesn’t
need "phony" heroes. He merely suggested that historians be socially
aware.
Gregory is currently working on
three books dealing with Black inventon.; and the myth and reality of American history.
"A Black architect laid out Washington, D.C. A Black man filed for this
electric light patent before Edison, yet
Edison still got credit for the invention," he staid. "We want to know who
we are. We’re like a tree with no
roots. We’ve got to let America know
that we’re not ’niggers’ anymore."
Gregory also blasted unconscious racism in America.
’WHITE RACIST’
"We live in a White racist system.
Blacks basically don’t hate Whites," he
explained. "We hate the White system
and its institutionalized racism."
Gregory maintained that entrance
tests for college, like many other forms
of institutionalized racism, don’t have
anything to do with where and how
Blacks live.
"Those of us who have lived in the

Presidential Opinions
Pres. Hobert W. Burns will give his
personal opinion of the Vietnam moratorium on tonight’s interview with
Gene Poso on KSJS’ "The Gene Thing,"
8 to 9 p.m. Also featured will be around
town and campus answers to both the
moratorium and man on the moon
questions.

ghettos all our lives simply can’t relate," he said. "We’re forced to read
about a simple White broad
(Jane)
feeding her dog (Spot), while we were
sitting there with empty stomachs. I
can’t relate to that."
PRAISE
Gregory concluded with a word of
praise for young people in America today.
"You kids will have to get a lot of
credit when this period in American
history is written," he stated. "Had
young Germans forced Hitler into the
streets, the massacre of WWII might
have been averted.
"You are in a very important posiposition in which you can
tion
a
act until you’ve rewritten the history
books."
Following Gregory’s schedule of appearances today, "Cool World," a movie
about the ghetto-dweller in Harlem,
will be shown in S142 at 7 p.m.
At 8 p.m., a large cast of Black students under the direction of Joe Perry
of the Free Southern Theater, will present Sybil Kein’s "Deep River Rises"
in the Speech and Drama Building
Studio Theater. Admission to the production is free and will conclude Black
Experience Week.

ExC Has Added
Two Classes
To Curriculum
I INC)
The Experiment al Coll,
has added two new classes.
’The Art and Technique of Producing
an Aesthetic Musical Experience," and
"Community Organization ala Alin sky" are the titles of the new etitirSeS.
The former will be meeting Wednesday evenings at 7:30 in Ed212,
while the latter, limited to 15 students,
meets Thursdays at 9 p.m. in the same
room.
"Art and Technique," conducted by
Mark Fissel, Dennis .lay and Jack
Russell, will consider the organization
of a concert, including contracts, insurance, obtaining a location, obtaining personnel. equipment, and producing light shows.
The other class, conducted by Ron
Wolsfeld, seeks to knit politically moderate students into an an organization
capable of working in the community.

Baha’is Excused
the liana I Faith is ill be
excused from classes tomorrow because
of religious observance. Recently the
Baha’is celebrated the 152nd birthday
of Bah’u’llah, founder of the sect.
Mellthers of
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Editorial

By 111)1) BR 111".ETT
Once again a state Senator leas publicly
oiced his opinion regarding Sall bele Slat,’

’Daily Rotten?’
An article in the Nov. P) Spartan
Daily concerning a homosexual organization presently forming at SJS was
used as ammunition by Dr. Max Rafferty ye-terilay in the continuing rainpaign agaio-t California state college
P ublications.
-Rotten.- said Rafferty and trustee
Dudley Swint. referring to certain aspects of the article. .And their concern
resulted in the addition of a tenth
point to the already extensive sixth
resolutiiin concerning campus publications.
A catch-all bit of rhetoric designed
10 allow the trustees to determine violations in eaeli individual case. Point
-ays. -Student publications cannot
escape con ittion of insincerity if

while professing high moral purposes
they supply incentives to base conduct . .."
Thus the Daily has been held up as
advocating homosexuality. News coverage of a campus organization legitimately seeking official recognition
through the proper channels has been
distorted as "supplying iticntitis es to
base conduct...
It would be ridiruliMS to assume that
the refined tastes of Dr. Rafferty and
the trustees were offended by this article. In truth. they seized upon it in a
last ditch effort to bring oppressive
measures to bear on freedom of the
P1’’’ . It won’t work.
Every major newspaper in America
prints news stories concerning homosexuals. Are the trustees, like Spiro
Agnew. going to fly full in the face of
the Ameriean press?
They would be wise to reconsider
Point 11).

Diallers.

Thrust and Parry

Poets; Chicanos; Fascism
Professional Poetry?
Editor:

Staff Comment
Z I Ar4
There mav have been what is known as
a sour grapes Ihrty rumor floating from
I.:1r to ear last Thursday, the last election
dav. thu presidential sec I -placer Jim
McMaster, receiv ell a I -CS draft deferment front hi- Downey selective set-% ice
board Let March because he told the board
then that le
sIS. A.S. president.
After some checking. 1 learned that the
rumor ’.s a- just that.
The 25.vu.ar-old MeMasters received his
inductium notice from the Duocitev heard
1. and then reeekeil iii,, rc,vtit classification. a posiponement until the end of the
academie ....haul year.
That Meal,- McMasters, appeals aside,
would have entered the service soon after
last sprin4 semester’s end.
Howe\ er. the board has had a backlog of
paper work and %M asters" file has not
yet been proce-sed.
It is not ktean %clan \l,-Masters will he
proce-sed. and if racla-sified, he still has
". z. the rights tuu appual or he allowed a mech.- cal disqualification.
To complctelv squelch the rumor. the
Downey hoard’. coordinator, a Mrs. Hurt,
told 11111 1 hut eNI.n if AlcAlasters was the
A.S. president. he still could not have received t1, piell10011111111.
The 1-1.S I. 11,111 III f1111-linle students,
AlcAlasters was then, so that they may
finish the sane-ter. so as not to interupt
-- the educational tura.0 of that moment.
So_ beside- 1,uuli lit,’ election. draft num... her 4-11 7,-1.1.1111.2 just may come up Won
and 11.Alasuers. fate will belong to the
armed I
As 1’M’ 0111.11001a. laIlle duck and never
elected
President Bill Langan. it is difficult to sav %c hat he will do. Perhaps his
school work will receive more attention.
-.- though -ttelent government may also re: ceive part of that attention.
Hoviever, the seniuur Langan’s selective
service n iiiii her mav also pop up soon and
the two top losers may have to take that
glia-tly step forward at the same time,
though in different places.
As fun the victor James Edwards, it
seems the SJS eleetorale has given him a
clear 10 per cent mandate that this school
retain its liberal. ultra-liberal or leftist
.. tendencies. depending on the vocal minority’s choice of words.
So now we have a Black man for presi" dent. However. is it really a Black man
F. that we have or just a man. dedicated with
; his running Mates and workers to change
S.11‘ to their own "straight- way?
Following Mt-Masters, let its all support
Edwards, Merz and Fitzgerald. while keeping a watchful. checking eye on their ad.’ ministration. Let 1101 hope that the remaindel are producti4e .11 the Iola]
,’ ing fiVe
.7. vote was for this elesliou.

’Move Denied’
By JIM ALBANESE
Owner-General Manager Hobert Singe
of the SJS Spartans yesterday denied reports that he is considering moving the
SJS football franchise to Coyote. Singe’s
denial came in the wake of speculation
that the SJS executive is despondant over
sagging attendance figures and is emendering
-nig the franchise elsewhere.
"I have no intention of moving the Spartans:. claimed Singe.
However, Coyote industrialist and renowned head of the Greater Coyote Urban
and Metropolitan Improvement League.
Angus McScrouge, has publicly offered to
purchase the tipartan franchise.
Singe noted in his weeklv news conference that although Spartan attendance averaged a little more than 8.000 fans per
game he is hopeful the turnstiles will click
at an accelerated rate as the Spartan football fortunes improve afield.
Singe was rendered speechless when one
reporter challenged his rationale by pointing out that Baylor University of Waco,
Texas,. enrollment a little over 6,000, was
drawing in excess of 20,000 fans per game
at home. Baylor is 0.9 in 1969.
Singe’s first lieutenant, Dr. William
Diesel, suggested that so long as SP.’. plays
its games against Disko Tech and Piskey
University at home and goes out of tiovn
to play any foe of substance, attendance
will always be on the down side.
Diesel was honed front the podium by
members of the Future Capitalists Club
when he suggested that 8
of the SJS
games scheduled at Berkeley and Palo
Alto be moved to Spartan Stadium.
Future Capitalists president Cantegie
Hunt, who led the oral barrage, stated that
such a move would cut down On gate receipts and prove a financial liability.
Diesel defended his position on the fact
that of the 10 games SJS plays a season,
only four are at home. "The students deserve a better shake than this," he added.
Hunt countered by telling Diesel the
contracts with Stanford and California
were so generous that SJS could make considerably more motley playing there than
they possibly could playing at Spartan
Stadium. even if it were able to accommodate larger crowds.
It is also rumored that a group of instructors from the Philosophy Department
is pooling its cash in an attempt to buv
the team and insure its stay in San Jose.
Chairman of the group. Dr. Sot-rates
Gamaliel says lie plans to change the nature of SIS football to non-violent football.
Gamaliel notes that in this way his group
will be able to train players successfully
for a well -paying job in professional football. premunably with the San Francisco
Pacifists nee 49ers I a it hi %horn Gam Abel
has a working agreement.

Three cheers for "Stupid Council" for allocating $700 for three poetry readings here on
campus. Culture is culture but who, except
Dylan Thomas, Robert Flost, T.S. Eliot, deserves $200 for reading poetry? Poetry is supposed to be an aesthetic form of expression,
not a profession. One should feel honored to
be invited to give readings, not have to be
bribed.
Roses are red
Violets are bluePlease send me a check
and I’ll come to campus too.
Ed Pinter
A05196
Pete Hubert
A13368
Lloyd Dickinson
A01753

’Right Direction’
Editor:
MASC would like to thank the council for
accepting the appointment of Luis Candelaria
on the Student Council.
Chicanos on this campus have very little
repres(’ntation, and thus, this appointment is
a step in the right direction.
In addition, Chicanos want to emphasize that
our interest in A.S. government is not a selfish
gain. Instead, our main concern is to make the
student body aware of our existing problems
and to push toward humanistic goals that are
meaningful to a multi-cultural society.
Furthermore, the politics of the Chicano is
in changing traditional values and attitudes instead of duplicating and perpetuating the contemporary inadequacies of the system.
Therefore, Luis Candelaria’s objective is to
work toward these particular goals which will
benefit the entire student body.
Chicano Student*
Rama

QM‘ Viva La

’Seeds of Fascism’
Editor:
I am happy the Radical Action movement
caucus of SOS land SDS by its inability to
disavow stands of any faction in it) has chosen
to disassociate itself from Marxism through
Ron Garcia’s anarchistic statements to the
Spartan
"Happy" only because it hells;
make clear the marked difference between
Anarchism and Marxism. Violent revolution,
open warfare, is the only ’revolutionary way’
- says the Anarchist. What says the Marxist?
"We do not deny that the means necessary
for bringing about this aim (of revolution)
will not be the same everywhere. We know
that we must take account of the institutions,
customs and traditions of the various countries, and we do not deny that there are
countries such as the United States ... where
the workers will be able to achieve their aims
by peaceful means," (Marx in Amsterdam,

1873
in

short, where political democracy exists
and the working class may vOt)’ for the dissolution of the state and the giving of all
power to the Socialist Industrial Union of
workers, peaceful revolution is possible if
democratic proeedure is not overthrown by
the "Left" or ,"Right" Disciples of Anarchy.
Where no political freedoms exist, so much less
are the chances of a peaceful solution. But it
is only the choice of the capitalist elass between war and peace which remains in doubt.
workers clearly demand the social peace possible through the vote. As De Leon once
wrote, "The Labor Movement must .. . insist
upon the enforcement of civilized methods, and
It must do so in thP WaY that tho civil beti
insti
Those who want to disrupt this peaceful

method have nothing in common with Scientific Socialism, and clearly endanger the Labor
Movement by sowing the seeds of Fascist reaction in its midst.
Mike Mitchell
A103
Socialist Labor Party
EDITOR’S NOTE: The Thrust and Parry section of the
editorial page offers students and faculty a chance to
express their views on campus, local, national or international issues. Space is allowed to encourage written
debates on such current affairs. Contributions to
Thrust and Parry must not exceed 250 words, must be
typewritten, double spaced within 45-space margins
and properly signed with the writer’s name and faculty
or ASB number. The Daily will not print letters which
are libelous, in poor taste or include a personal attack.
The editor reserves the right to edit or cut letters to
conform to space limitations and to cease publication
of letters dealing with subjects he believes have been
exhausted.

However_ this time lie% hero caught
talking out of both sides of hi- mouth.
press release_
In an elegantly 4’. rut
originating fr
his Sacramento office and
dated Nov. 19. 1969, Assembl man Fluiv .1
I.. Wakefield uuts said to have flown "to
the (’its of San Jose today to ask Pr idetit
Burns of San Jose State College -a.- per
titian questials regarding teem., u I Oil
Professor Jack Kurzweil, who is preseinly
teaching in the Engineering Department.While Senator Wakefield did contact
I)r. Burns. the Spartan Daily discovered
that it was only by telephone, and the
whole niatter 1.1.1S just an incidental mission compared to his real reason for visiting this citv.
To discover W.ikefield’s true mission it
was necessary to hunk to the back pages of
the San J0711 10%S. There, we find:
"Assemblv man Floyd L. Wakefield. 1111111111,1L1 \ 10
DIM111.11. Wil7 ill San Jose
Speak 011 behalf of a "busing for int.-ration initiative.- vc Inch tvould prohibit
school districts from busing for the inns
pose of integration without the written
permission of parent or guardian,.
l’he article %vent on to state that because
similar legislation sponsored 1.s the a,.
semblyman was defeated in 1967.. 1901.
and 1969, Wakefield turned to the initiaIi%.eiU
Sce only 2011600 of the a ... .
323373 signatures needed by the Nu.. 2 I
deadline haul been gathered. Wakef1eld :.!.viously was "hitting the canituain trail
so to speak.
I don’t object to Vu akeliel.1.- skald on
busing. I don’t even mind if lie v.. ’lots to
go "witch-hunting.- I’d itist like to knos
why be felt it %vas uteeasary to is.a. 4 iNsie
page press release saving he was fb.ing
here to talk things Inee with 1)r. Bone.
If hp thinks tv-v"re gellible enough to believe he has to fly to S:111 .1071‘ to talk to
Dr. Burns on the telephone. !hen he ought
to be the next vice pre-idan.

Guest Room

’Panthers Respond to Needs’
By TED JAMES
A1206I
The Black Panther Party, founded by
Huey P. Newton and Bobby Seale, rose
III) out of the Black colony as an answer
to 400 years of exploitation, slavery and
atrocity. It came al t as a nsult of the
history of America. If there was no racism,
no exploitation of man by man, there
would be no Black Panther Party.
The Panthers have exercised the constitutional right to bear arms. in self-defense of their people. They have initiated
free breakfast for children programs to
feed thousands of I gry children in this
"affluent- society. They have opened free
medical clinic’s, started free clothing programs and created liberation schools to
provide poor children with a relevant education. These programs are evidenve that
the Panthers are responding to the needs
of the people.
What did the government do in response
to the Pantlwrs" programs? Did the goveminent comffielid the effort to clothe,
feed, educate and provide health services
for the citizens of the Black eommunity?
No. the government responded by attempting to destroy the Black Panther
Party.
The leaders of the Panthers have been
systematically imprisoneil or exit 1 . 11
P. NeW10111 and flObby Seale have been
railroaded into prison. Eldridge CleaVer
has been driven into exile. David Hilliard
faces prison. Many members of the Panthers have heen shot to death l police
and FRI agents. More than a thousand
Panthers have been imprisoned situp the
party formed in 1966.
Harry Eduards %carnal that fascism was
on the rise in Amerna in a speech delivered at an anii-sar rally at San Jose State
Nov. 14. The vcay the worriment has
sought to crush the Panthers reflects this.
The Spartan Daily itself has felt the pre
liminary effects of fascism in the form of
threatened press censorship b) Reagan
and tha_ Board of Trustee.. The Spat Lan

Daily criticized David Hilliard, leader of
the Panthers, for remarkiog that Nixon
would have to be killed if he stood in the
way of liberation in an editorial headed.
"Violence Repugnant."
Passive acceptance of fascism on the part
of the Spartan Daily and on the part of
people of America is far more repugnant
than violence in defense of liberty.
The Spartan Daily most recognize the
need to fight fascism lic defending its s iciirns and attacking its advocates in Sacstroteilv.
ramento and W ashingion,
with more than the liberal jive it has
weakly resorted to in the past. If the Daily
doesn’t dare to struggle, it will end up 0-maining nothing but a tool of the decadent
forces of reaction.
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Question Man
QUESTION: V.IIAT ARE VOU GOING TO DO DURING
THE THANKSGIVING HOLIDAYS?

KARLIN I. OTT. freshman, biology:
Urn going to eat. Every holiday, my family
nine of usr and friends eight of themt get
together and celebrate. We make plenty of
food and have lots of leftovers so we end up
doing nothing but eating for the three days.

DENISE SALDIVAR. irestunan, marine
biology:
I’m going home to Los Angeles to visit my
family and friends. lot looking forward to
all that food, especially cranberries and ma’s
pumpkin pie.

GARY HODGES. sophomore, psychology:
I’m going to go skiing, naturally. Mammoth is open and so is the top part of Squaw
Valley. There really isn’t too much snow,
though, because the season is late due to
the good weather here.

MARIE SIMONDI, freshman, home
eronomies:
I’m going
go shopping
myself with
food around

home to Berkeley. I’m going to
and buy some clothes and stuff
turkey and ravioli because the
SJS is super bad.

MERI.INDA
psychology:

SKOW, junior, philosophy &

I would like to share Thanksgiving Day
with a foreign student, go to a show, have
dinner and do whatever else one does on
that day.

BOB CHAMBERLIN, senior, political
science:
It’s going to be uneventful. I’m going to
Los Angeles and turkey dinner. I like the
turkey dinner and there is no need for it
to ever change. No one is forcing anyone to
eat it and it’s cheap.

LINDA PLOW, junior, physical education:
I plan to have our parents over. It is the
first time I’ve cooked a turkey and I’m really
getting nervous. The rest of the time we plan
on going on a trip to the mountains or the
ocean.
Daily photos by Don Phillsv

’Rotten as Rotten Can Be’

Swim, Rafferty Attack Spartan Daily
By JEFF KENYON
Dolly Political Writer
IAJS ANGELES Trustee Dudley Swim yesterday questioned
the status of SJS when he asked
Acting President Hobert Burns,
-Are you running a cesspool
there?"
The question arose during discussion by the educational policy
committee as to how the trustees should guard against the use
of four-letter words and pornography in campus publications.
The trustees were in the process of discussing the final resolution of a six -part program entitled "Student Publications in
the California State Colleges."
when Superintendent of Public
Instruction Max Rafferty asked
the board if there was an oversight in omitting any call for control of pornography in the program.
Following Rafferty’s question.
trustee Swim produced an article
published in the Nov. 19 Spartan
Daily concerning the establishment of a Gay Liberation Front
on campus.
CONNECTION?
Swim made note that the story
had been by-lined, "By Ray
Giles, Daily Political Writer,"
and questioned what homosexuality had to do with politics. He
included criticism of Giles’ style
of writing when he asked the
committee to ". . . notice the glib
language."
Swim also criticized a quote in

Sigma Nu Swingin’
To Crack Record?
Sigma Nu is swinging again!
With a goal of 109 hours and
more than $6,000 worth of toys,
Sigma Nu fraternity and Sigma
Kappa sorority will launch the
"Swing-a-thon"
ninth
annual
Monday. Dec. 1 at 8 a.m. Members of both houses will then
swing continuously until 10 p.m.
Friday. Dec. 5.
Each year, Sigma Nu erects a
swing in front of its house at 148
S. 11th St., which is kept swinging throughout the week.
Since the event began eight
years ago, the fraternity has
broken the record for consecutive
swinging each year. Last year’s
"Swing-a-0ton" netted 108 hours
of swinging.

Socialist Will Speak on Cuba
A report on Cuba a decade
after Castro’s revolution will be
delivered by an

American who

.spent two weeks on the Caribbean island last summer at 3 p.m.
in the Calaveras Room of the
College Union tomorrow.
Robin Maisel, a national field
secretary for the Young Socialist
Alliance (YSAi, was one of 13
YSA delegates to the tenth anniversary celebration. They spent
one week on a guided tour of the
nation, and a week touring on
their own, Maisel said. They were
’guests of the Cuban government
for five weeks.
He said they spent the time interviewing and being interviewed
by Cuban workers and officials.
They also talked with Hyuen Van
Ha, a representative of the Na-

tional Liberation Front of Vietnam, the political arm of the Viet
Cong.
"We think it’s important the
people find out the truth about
the Cuban revolution," Maisel
said.
Maisel’s presentation, which in-

dudes color slides, discussion, and
questions from the audience, is
entitled "Cuba: 10 Years of Revolution; an Eyewitness Account."
He explained that he will expose both "the accomplishments
and the problems of the revolution."

Club Postpones Voting
For Photogenic Contest
Penny voting Isaiths for the
Miss Photogenic contest sponsored by Theta Sigma Phi, women’s honorary journalism society.
has been postponed until the
week of Dec. 8-12.
Voting booths will be set up

Jiappy
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the article in which Dean of Students Robert Martin said that the
Gay Liberation Front would be
accepted as a campus organization if it met all established
school requirements.
Rafferty then interrupted Swim
declaring, "I think it’s rotten."
Swim immediately interjected in
support of Rafferty’s statement,
adding, "It’s just as rotten as rotten can be." Swim then fired his
question to Burns concerning the
status of SJS.
’LEGITIMATE’
Burns responded that the stio y
was a legitimate news story and
was within the boundaries of student journalism. Burns indicated
that he would not necessarily
want such an organization on
CAMPUS.

Swim continued by stating that
the trustees were responsible to
themselves, the students and the
people of the state to build and
strengthen the character of those
young people who enter the state
college system.
He asked the hoard if they
were going to stand by while college newspapms promoted various forms of debauchers’ and perversion.
Other members of the committee brought out the fact that major independent dailies printed
stories of murder, and that murder was not a character-building
influence but that no legislation
had been started to prevent such
stories. Rafferty countered that
no organization had been formed
to promote murders
CONTROL?
The committee went on to discuss the possibility of control by
the presidents of the individual
colleges over abuse in campus
publications. Swim again inter-

jticted, claiming that to put control in the hands of college officials and expect it to be enforced
was an illusion.
Trustee E. Litton }Sirens earlier’ the discussion one step further by calling the problems of
campus newspapers a direct result of the immorality of the professorial staff.
The end result of the long discussion was the changing of the
words "basic polies’ to "guidelines" in "basic policy for student
publications in the California
State Colleges."
Section 10
official student
publications should not take an
editorial position on student elections was dropped and replaced
by a new Section 10again, an
official student publication cannot escape conviction of insincerity if while professing high moral
purposes it supplies incentive to
base
conduct,
publication of
which is not demonstrably for the
general good.
NEW LEGISLATION
In earlier action the committee
voted to implement new legislation concerning the operation of
state college economic opportunity programs.
The FOP programs at this time
serve 3,150 needy students on 17
state college campuses. In the
past those who participated in
the program were approved by
the individual campuses. Under
the new plan the power to nominate candidates is taken away
from the campuses and given to a
variety of state agencies.
Included in that group are the
Department of Employment. Human Relations Agency, Department of Social Welfare and many
others.
Along with this group, high

Annual Fund Shortage Hits
Audio -Visual Department
The San Jose State Audio Visual Department has succumbed to
its annual plight of running out
of allocated funds for the rental
of films.
The department is allocated
$8,400 a year for film rental use.
In turn, it allots $4,200 per semester. As of October, this semester’s funds were gone.
This means that the department cannot rent any more films
upon request until February.
These requests usually come from
faculty members for use in classroom instruction.
Rental prices on films seem
relatively small in comparison
with the alloted $4.200. They
range from $6 to $100, the average Price being $10 per film.
However, when one considers
that film requests come from instructors in every department on
campus, he can see that it doesn’t
take long to spend all of the alloted funds.
Prospects for the spring semester looks dimmer. Because of
requests now being made for the
coming term, it is anticipated
that the remainder of the $8,400
will be used up by the first week

SCU Edges
Spartanettes
For Crown

schools and the Veterans Administration are also allowed to
make nominations,
The legislation also gives the
power to approve candidates to
the trustees. This power was
formerly held by the individual
campuses.
The bill carried with it $2.5 million in federal funds that will be
distributed through grants at a
rate of up to $700 lx)r student.

The SJS women’s swim team
eame iti secotui in the Northern
California Wonwn’s IntercollegiSwimming

ate

Championships

Friday. Santa Clam University
came in first with 79 points and
SJS came in close behind with

MILITANT RUMORS
The action spiked ruinous that
the trustees might use their new
power to delete student militants.
Officials have said that Senator
John Harmer iR-Crlendale) lATOte
the bill fearing that the selection
of FOP students had fallen into
the hands of campus militants.
Trustee Swim questioned whether
FOP monies were beint- "properly
spent or used to promote dissent
and riot."
The college presidents in attendance agreed that the prograins were doing very well, even
after Dr. Otto Butz, Acting President of Sacramento State, admitted that their program had
experienced problems initially but
had since stabilized.
The one main fear that hangs
over the new legislation is that
students who are able to receive
a proper recommendation are not
necessarily the same students
who are the most needy and who
could most benefit from the program.

71 points. Third place was taken
Icy’ Stanford with 65 points and
Chico came in fourth with 58
Points,
places were cap-

Three first

tured by the SJS team. Camille
Juarez

took

two

of

the

meet

record of

108.5 and the

other was in the 100 yard backstroke with

a

time

of

1:09.6.

Patricia Morrill took a first place
in

the ’25 yard freestyle event

with a new meet recrod of 13.1.

Committee Meet

The SJS team also took two
second places and one third place
The 200 yard medley relay team
(Part High, Lilly Pon, Camille
Juarez. and Bonnie Edwards)
VilITIO in with a second place. The
other second place was taken by
the 100 yard freestyle relay team.
This team is made up of Patricia
Morrill, Kathy Self, Bernie Janzen and Leanne Southard. The
third place was taken by Bernie
Janzen. in the 25 yard freestyle.

The Housing Committee of the
Academic Council is scheduled
to meet today at 3:30 in Elio.
Some of the items on the
agenda for discussion will he a
report and recommendation of
the liquor policy, and a report of
student communications with the
Housing Committee.

To complete the total 71 points
the SJS team also took 5 fourth
places. 2 fifth places. 4 sixth
plait’s and 3 seventh places.
In the 25 yard freestyle event
the SJS team took 14 out of the
possible points by having finishers in first, second and fourth
places.

Jet Charter Flights

NEW YORK

$135

LONDON

$249

in March. Before next semester, ,
ROUND TRIP
three-quarters of the funds will
LV. DEC. 19 RTN. JAN. 3
have been distributed.
LV. DEC. 20 RTN.
JAN. 4
There are two factors contributing to the department’s probROUND TRIP
lems. First, the demand for film
LV. DEC. 19 RTN. JAN. 4
increases every semester. This is IC
THESE FLIGHTS ARE OPEN TO STUDENTS, FACULTY. STAFF,
complicated by the fact that the I*
EMPLOYEES AND THEIR IMMEDIATE FAMILY
cod of film rental is rising. This
term, the rental companies hiked
For Reservation Information Phone (415) 392-8513
their general rental rates 7-15
MAIL TODAY FOR FREE FLIGHT INFORMATION
per cent higher than they had
Charter Flights
been before.
995 Market St., San Francisco 94103
The department needs addiPlease mail me information leer flight
tional funds. The college adminisName
tration is aware of its plight.
Adder,.
However, until the time when
more funds are allocated, all inState
/II.
Phone
structors can do is to hope they **********
get their request in before the
funds are distributed.

11(

Jewelers

Vote Information

Pau/

Thelma Perkins, a member of
the League of Women Voters,
will be distributing voter information to students today from IP
am until 2 p.m. in the Experimental College office, in the Associated Students’ section of the
College Union.

72 SO. FIRST ST.
SAN JOSE
PHONE 297-0920

ALMADEN FASHION PLAZA
#14 ON THE MALL
PHONE 26641466

WESTG ATE
SHOPPING CENTER
1600 SARATOGA AVE.
PHONE 379-3051

710 DEL MONTE CENTER
CARMEL HILL MONTEREY
PHONE 375-6571

;mound campus during that week
will be announced on Dec. 17 instead of Dee. 8 as originally
planned.
Proceeds from the competition
will go to a campus-related charitable fund.

first

places. One was in the 100 yard
individual medley with a new
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Before going home to a wonderful Thanksgiving Weekend, be sure your car doesn’t give
you any trouble. Let Silva Texaco cheek your
car over.

in

Please drive carefully.

SO
SILVA TEXACO
78 S(1( All Ith, SAN .1( )SI.:
FAT It) CI A 1SEI) !;11E1,1.)
Serving State Students for 35 yrs.
.4111.111.111411.8.1.11111.81,11.8.~IIMPPIRRIPNIPINKRPRIPI~B~SWWIRPRPRIMIRIPPOPMNINUKIRSPIRk.

Let TWA bring you
and your turkey together!
Thanksgiving is the time TO spend with relatives and
friends. Let TWA bring everyone together for turkey.
TWA Student Club Card lets you fly all over the
continental United States
on a
rates
reduced
at
stand-by basis.
So give TWA’s Campus
Representative, Kathy
Nicholson, a call, 248-6968

TWA

$195. and up
Catch a sparkle
from the morning sun.
Ho d the magic
of a sudden breeze.
Keep those moments alive.
They’re yours for a lifetime
With a diamond
engagement ring from
Orangf, Blossom.
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’Best Musical of 1968’
Opening in San Jose
"Your own

Thing," itimt., ii by

the New York

Drama

i’ititics’

Circle as the best musical of 1968,
will make one performance only
at the San Jose Auditorium, Friday, Nov. 28 at 8:30 p.m.

gram and other numbers scheduled to be presented include Charles Ives’ "Variations on
America," Robert Starer’s "Dirge," and Vincent Persichetti’s "Divertimento for Band, op.
42." This concert marks the only appearance of
the Symphonic Band this semester.

BANDDi. Vernon B.
UP
Read w:11 conduct the SJS Symphonic Band
in its Fall concert tonight at d: IS in Morris
Dare), Auditorium. Adm;ssion to the performance, which will include music by both
English and American composers, is free.
"Water Music" by Handel will cpen the pro WARMING

TH.’:

Ex-Dracula Now ’Good’

WE RENT TELEVISION
stereo

rotor

By

nehAery
§

’fiction 7eleei4sion

1850 W. San Carlos

1 292-3457

Box (.Nike
4

Today

,
’

SJS Drama Dept. Presents
Freidrich Durrenmatt’s
Electrifying Modern Drama

The \ isit
Dec. 5, 6, 10-13

8:15 P.M.

College Theatre

SJS STUDENTS

GENERAL ADMISSION

RESERVATIONS

$1.00

$2.00

294-641 4 EXT. 2600

VICKI
Fine Arts Writer
Christopher Lee has dropped
his tangy Dracula teeth and
taken up witchcraft.
His latest venture into the
terrible world of horror is entitled "Devil’s Bride." But instead
.4 your run-of-the-mill monsters
.ind obviously plastic ghouls, this
movie’s concern is the Black Arts.
But believe it or not, it’s pretty
lt,isucl. For once, Lee is a nice guy
on the side of Good against Evil.
He plays a duke whose long time
friend has become interested in
the world of Black Magic. As the
I ovie opens, the friend is about
to undertake his Satanic baptism,
whereby he will become a devil’s
disciple, so to speak. Anyway.
Lee, who apparently is a hidden
,.,,r!iert on such matters as casting
and fighting the forces of
,1, ikteides Is prevent his friend’s
..,,tapult. So begins a romp around
the countr,iiie or the dead of
night with all the spooks howling.
No movie, horror or otherwise,
would be complete without the
love intccest This movie’s contribution is a wide-eyed creature

Xmas,

Easter

&

Summer

5230-295 r.f. from west Coast
Availeble flights from N.Y. Flights
within Europe, Israel, A the Orient
For infotroafion contact: 365-8625
Redwod City

SI Par t CI ri Daily Clr.l.,if::-.,:dsLike Having
A Personal SrlIesmari 4’iy,ci 23,000 Doorbells

, ESE P. 801 Woodside
L.

Meet
Kristin

4

Presented by its National Touring Company, "Your Own Thing"
is a contemporary version of
Shakespeare’s "Twelfth Night."
In this version Viola and Sebastian, two shipwrecked, look -alike
brother and sister twins, are
tt ansformed into a pair of singers who end up in a city with
the depersonalization of presentday New York.
The music is said to include
"rock songs, lyrical ballads, driving jazz, and barber-shop hart-

in,my.’ Muss L1111e.IIIL itsloculs slIch
as slides. projections, films and
lighting are part of the show.
The cast includes Jacqueline
Mayro as Viola, Steve Skiles as
her twin brother Sebastian, Sandra liar rison as Olivia, and Roger
Rathburn as Orson. The performers sing and dance to a
score of 16 songs.
Tickets are on sale at Wendell Watkins Box Office located
in Sherman Clay, 50 N. Winchester Blvd., Santa Clara, and at
the Book Mark in Fremont Hub,
all Macy’s Ticket Services, and
Stanford’s Tresidder Ticket Office only.
Student discount tickets are
available at Wendell Watkins
Box Office only.

named Tanith.
She too, it seems, is scheduled
for her baptism on the eve of
the "biggest sabbat of the year."
Representing the Wholesome
Forces of Good arc Christopher
Lee’s niece and nephew-in-law,
and their angel -like (laughter
Peggy, who is supposed to become
the Devil’s Bride of the title.
But of course that just wouldn’t
do. With some mighty conjuring,
including reincarnating Tanith’s
spirit from the dead. Peggy is
saved and all is well.

Now, I’ve already said this
movie was pretty good. That is
as far as movies of this sort can
be good. Lee gives a convincing
performance as the aristocratic
certainly
he
although
duke,
doesn’t get much help from the
script. He gets to utter such fascinatin ; dialogue as "Gamalin,
grunalit.’ r some such other unphrases. The rest
pronounci
of the acting is fair at its worst,
and believable at its best.
It could be considered educational. That is, if one was willing
to stretch his imagination or had
a great, long lost desire to he
comeacquainted with witchcraft.
All good witches should know
that the Angel of Death can’t go
hack empty handed,
All in all, though the plot is
fa rtheJ, ’Devil’s Bride’ turned
out to be better than I expected.
What more can be said?

Daily Photo by Preston For

BLUES BANDCharley Musselwhite and his
blues harmonica performed for two and a half
hours before a large SJS crowd in the Loma
Prieta Room of the College Union. Also fea-

tured at the dance-concert sponsored by the
College Union Program Board was a light show
presented by Mu.

Cherie Weinert Wins Oral Interpretation Contest Thursday
Cherie Weinert, 21- year -old
drama major, and star of San
Jose State’s production of "Caesar and Cleopatra," has won the

& Karen Jorgensen

...your

AIR CALIFORNIA

twentieth annual Dorthy Kaucheit
Oral Interpretation contest.
Mrs. weinert was one of the
six finalists chosen in the preliminaries on Nov. 13. The five
others were Bruce Lee Givens,
Jay Houston, Lee Kopp, John
Schmedes and Helena Weisel.
The finals, held last Thursday
in the studio theater, consisted of
seven-minute readings from the
same works the contestants read
in the preliminaries. Mrs. Weinert’s selection was from Alice in
Wonderland, by Lewis Carroll.
Other selections included the
Hunchback of Notre Dame, The
Wasteland, Four Quartets, Rhapsody on a Windy Night, Catch 22,
The Open Window And Christmas Sermon,
Dorothy Kaucher, for whom
the contest is named, was formerly an oral interpretation
teacher at SJS. The contest, under the charge of Dr. Dorothy
Hadley, professor of drama, is
held every semester.
Prize for the contest was $50 I

JET CHARTERS
for CHRISTMAS
NEW YORK

LONDON

ROUND TRIP

ROUND TRIP

$139

$249

Leave Dec. 19 -Return Jan. 3
For students, faculty, employees and their families.
LIMITED SEATS!

SUMMER CHARTERS
to EUROPE
from $179 one way ...
19 dates to choose from
NO MEMBERSHIP FEE

for applications, contact
Prof. David Mage at
293-1033 or
T-M TRAVEL AGENCY
50 N

FIRST ST., S J

CALIF 15113

campus
representatives

new double-breasted tux

Kristin and Karen are two very clued -in young lathes. You’d like to
charter a Boeing to get where the football action is? Kristin and Karen
can arrange it. And save each passenger 30% on the regular fare. You
Want one, two or any number of seats heading south for Christmas?
See Kristin or Karen. You’re wondering how to .get the whole sorority
(and maybe the fraternity) to Palm Springs for Easter?
Check with the twin -jet twins.
Kristin and Karen are your campus "Air Californians". They’ll reserve
you a seat, a number of seats, or a whole plane. And you won’t need any
cash when you make a reservation. Simply pay at the airport
when you pick up your ticket(s). No hassle.

FLY THE FUN ONE!

CALL KRISTIN OR KAREN AT (408) 286-0387

CALI FOR IN 1/FIL
REPRESENTING DAILY SCHEDULED BOEING 737 FLIGHTS FROM SAN JOSE, SAN FRANCISCO, OAKLAND TO ORANGE COUNTY/DISNEYLAND, PALM SPRINGS, HOLLYWOOD/BURBANK AND ONTARIO

bold, bright dinner jackets
ROOS/ATKINS has the "now"
formalwear* for you to rent
for your holiday proms and parties.

Roos/Atkins

44 STORES IN THE WEST
tailored by After Six, of course

1R49

Tunittly. Vriventtier

if:credible Library

RP lftT tT

Potother Sports Champion
At SJS Best in World
ity MIKE NOLAN
Daily Sports Writer
SJS has achieved recognition in
recent years for numerous team
and indiSidUal sports champions.
Yet thsre is another sports
kingpin on campus-- and many
students aren’t even aware that
it exists.
The world’s largest sports library is housed on the sixth floor
of Library North. It’s available
to any SJS student wishing to use
it for research purposes.
There’s no lack of material,
either. According to Wes Mathis,
president of Sports Expert. Inc.,
which runs the sports library,
i- litany any legitimate sports
sisstion can he answered from
the library’s incredible files.
MASSIVE COLLECTION
Built by San Jose sports hobby.
ist Fred Imhof over several
decades, the collection was turned
over to Mathis and several other
Partners a few years ago. Dr.
William Gustafson, professor of
physical education, played an important role in obtaining SJS
housing for the massive collection of more than 300,000 individual sports items.
The library contains thousands
upon thousaraLs of books, magazines, brochures, programs and
newspapers, all indexed under a
massive file system begun by

Imhof and continually updated
by Mathis.
There are better than 250,000
individual file cards containing
"about a million and a half listings." according to Mathis.
STUDENT USE
"We welcome student requests
to use the library." said Mathis.
"We like them to go through
Dr. Gustafson if it is a project
or to phone for an appointment.
"Last year S. T. Saffold ( former Spartan basketball star, was
working on a special sports project and the library helped him.
Ile didn’t know about it until he
was half Wished and said he
would have liked to have known
about it earlier" Mathis added.
A sports writer for the San
Jose Mercury and News, Mathis
writes a column which appears
several times a week in the local
papers. Most of the questions
answered in the column are sent
by sports fans wishing to know
the answers to seemingly impossible questions.
"We get some pretty easy ones
that we can look up right away,
like some of the baseball questions. But some of the others take
hours of research and writing."
CATALOG
Mathis issues a large catalog
of extra sports material which he
sells W collectors and dealers all

over the country. He sells colorful
old football programs from the
1920s, 3Us and 40s. baseball team
yearbooks, record books, and
plenty of other sports material.
"You’d be surprised how many
sports hobbyists there are around
the country." Mathis explained.
"Some people collect programs
going back to their college days.
Others order certain hanl-to-get
baseball material. It’s all really
popular and the hobby seems to
be growing."
Mathis has one special goal in
mind.
INFORMATION (’ENTER
"We’re trying to make this the
sports information center of the
country. Since we’re based at
SJS we’d like to see more students take part," the soft-spoken
writer emphasized.
One look around the library is
enough to convince anyone that
Mathis is well along toward this
goal.
More than 40,000 football programs line several shelves in one
area; in another, every issue of
the San Francisco Chronicle
Sporting Green can be found; in
still another part, issues of the
Sporting News dating back to
the 19th century.
Hitting a little closer to home,
Mathis also has documented information and a complete history
of Spartan sports.

THE ANSWER?Wes Mathis, operator of the world’s largest
sports library, searches through one of thousands of available
reference books in quest of information. The gigantic collection
housed on the sixth floor of Library North contains more than

Cold Shooting Foils Watermen
In PCAA Championship Effort
Unable to overcome shooting
difficulties against its key opponent, the Spartan water polo squad
was forced to settle for a third
place in the Pacific Coast Athletic Association championships
held during the past weekend in
Lang Beach.
Following a smashing 21-7 victory over Fresno State during
which SJS "played like a million
dollars," according to coach Lee
Walton, the Spartans suffered an
11-4 lass to Long Beach State in
the semifinals.
The defeat threw the Spartans

Intramurals
Some 240 runners are expected
to compete in the 23rd annual
Alpha Phi Omega Turkey Trot
at 3:30 p.m. today.
The cross-country race between Seventh and San Carlos
(the starting point) and Spartan
StadiuIn is about 3.2 miles long.
Race prizes include a turkey,
duck and chicken. Trophies also
are awarded to individual runners
and their sponsoring organiza-

THROUGH THE YEARSPart of the world’s
largest sports library is an extensive collection

of about 40,000 football programs dating back
to the turn of the century. The football-shaped

programs shown here are about 70 years old
while some of the more modern programs from
the 1940s, 50s and 60s are added for contrast.

Here We Go Again . . . Spartans vs. USF
It figures, SJS vs. USF for the
championship.
For the third time this season,
the Spartan and Don soccer
teams will decide a title when
the hooter enemies collide Saturday in Spartan Stadium at 8 p.m.
to decide once and for all, the
best in the west.
In their first meeting, the
Dons took the SJS Invitational
crown with a 4-3 last minute victory. The Spartans rebounded
with a 3-1 triumph to win West
Coast Intel collegiate Soccer Conference laurels, Both those contests were big games. But You
ain’t seen nothing yet.
Saturday’s winner in the Western Regional title match will
gain one of four berths in the
NCAA finals, Dec. 4-6 at Spartan
St ilium.
ma Dons will be shooting for

n200070

Nage

$

their best showing since 1966
when they became the only western squad to win the national
title. The Spartans hope to gain
their second consecutive semifinal
berth with a win. It’s the third
straight season the SJSers have
gotten to the quarterfinal.

day’s regional championship with
cliffhanger wins last weekend.
USF beat San Diego State, winning a four-overtime thriller on
most corner kicks.

Both clubs qualified for Satur-

SJS took a four-overtime win
over Air Force on Hadi Ghafouri’s goal following an Andre Marechal pass.

300,000 different sports references for everything from ping-pong
to sailboat racing. Mathis is president of Sports Epert, Inc.,
which owns the library and has invited SJS students to us. the
collection for research projects.

tions.

into the third place widest in
which they topped the University
of Pacific, 5-2.
The third place finish eliminated the Spartans’ chances of
going to the NCAA finals this
weekend at Long Beach.
The Spartans had had a slight
chance of making the trip but
an NCAA committee voted to
award one of the remaining tourney berths to The University of
Southern California. which was
"about on a par with us." according to Walton.
COSTLY LOSS
Thus the defeat was doubly
costly and forced SJS to suffer a
premature ending to its season.
In the Fresno victory the Spartans had their best offensive production of the year as 10 men
contributed to the scoring and
everyone played.
Bill Gerdts led the way with
four goals, putting him over 50
for the season, while freshman
Robert Conoscenti added three in
his best effort.
Craig Sprain. Stan Weiss, Nick
Armstrong, and Ed Samuels each
hit the net twice as SJS overCaine a slow start and completely dominated the losers,

TEXT BOOKS
\\’

It WiiS a much different offensive story against Long Beach,
however, as the Spartans’ shooting accuracy went sour.
’DIDN’T ADJUST’
"Long Beach went into a drop back defense and we just didn’t
adjust to it well," said Walton.
"We dominated the ball control:
aspect of the game but our shooting wasn’t nearly good enough."
Gerdts was blanked for the
first time this season against
Long Beach as the Spartans took
19 shots but could convert only
four.
The cold shooting pattern continued against UOP as SJS had
21 tries but converted just five,
including two each by Gerdts and
Mike Monsees.
"The scoring wasn’t an indication of how we controlled the
ball. We really looked as if we
were playing well, but then
when we got in close we couldn’t
score," Walton explained.
The two-out-of-three weekend
left the Spartans with a 9-8 overall season record.

Baseball Meeting
Candidates for the 1970 SJS
frosh-soph baseball team are
urged to attend a meeting today
in 11G201 at 3:30 p.m. Any freshmen or sophomores interested in
participating are urged to attend.
The Spartan team will be a
member of the new Bay Area Collegiate Baseball League with
teams from Stanford. University
of California, University of Santa
Clara and the University of San
Francisco.
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Whether you’re in liberal arts or accounting, its retailing. engineering or business administrationno matter what your field
of studyyou may be one of those Sears is looking for. Sears is
a great many people, with a great variety of backgrounds, doing
a great variety of jobs, in the dynamic merchandising field.
Yott are not limited to remaining in the line of work you have
prepared for in sehoolunless, of course, you want tobecause

for you!

from

at Sears the emphasis is placed on developing
talents you perhaps never suspected you had.

kleed,15

many talents
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Diamond
Rings
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Ice Cream & Restaurant =2

17 E. Santa Clara

MERCHANDISING

CREDIT NIANAGEMENT

Phone: 286-8331
IOpen: 10 a.m.-11 p.m.
THE PERFECT
$ THANKSGIVING DESSERT
t,=1..1=1.0..11.0,1=11=1

DECEMBER 4, 1961
Interviews

{ Sears]

CONTROLLERS

Plea..e make necessary arrangements througk
the Placement Office.
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Save 20D With ASS Card
535 Bryant Street
Downtown Palo Alt.
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equal

opportunity employer

323.2134
Shop Thursday Night 411 9
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Fellowship Deadline Approaches

Spartaguide

Deadline for application for National Science Foundation Gradu-

ing to Vietnam and peace.
Hellenic Club, 330 p.m. to meet
ri Nlanianita Room. College Un-

Amer...ail Federation of Teachers, local union No. 1362 at 2 3o
p.m., in Costanoan Room, OtIletm
Union.

Spartan Shields. 615 p.m., Pacifica RtP11111 13. College Union.
Pledges to meet at 615 p.m, and
members to meet at 6 :ltt urn

Student Mobilitati", I..111...1
tee, 4
-..
tozium. TOPIC to In
Vietnam and Christmas artivillis

An SJS student has filed a
$200,0(A) damage suit against the
(’its it!’ San Francisco for injuries
he allegedly received during a
confrontation between police and
demonstrators against the International Industrial Conference in

3’ XEROX
copies

20, and three
t intents, Bob and
l..noon and Ron Gra-riginally charged with
nocs of obscenity, in. , c. resisting arrest and
the peace for their
protest that drew 700
’iii irs.
tour pleaded nob o canton’educed charges last week
..iverl five days suspended
-.;iftnce and 90 days summary
’,robot ion.
O’Neill claims to have been hit
in the eye by members of the tact ical squad, causing the possibility
pernutnent eye damage. Ile
alsd claims to have suffered a
-idowout fracture.’
In addition to the claim of
S100.000 ccncral damages and

no minimum
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Tomorrow is the last day to
give contributions of food cans or
money to the C’hicana Thanksgiving Fund.
Organized by Chicano Educational Opportunity Program
(EOP) students, Victoria Hernandez and Helen Najertt, the
funds will go toward food baskets
for needy San Jose families.
Miss Hernandez reported that
the fund which was started last
week has so far collected &65 to
buy turkeys for the Thanksgiving baskets.
Contributions can be left at

Foreign students who are looking for housing for that weekend
or who would like to have a
Thanksgiving clinner with a family in the San Jose area may
contact Terry Pelinga or Bill
Booth at the Intercultural Center
in Building BE, 315 S. Ninth St.,
292-1412.

o
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:
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-......- UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

FREE EAR PIERCING - FAST - PAINLESS with purchase of Gold Earrings.
(from $7.501 Call for appointment. 2976522. Evelyn’s. 40 S. 1st St. Downtown.
SKIS ’68 Kastie (200) Marker Binding.
Used once-broken knee. Must sell, 5110
c. Best Offer, Call 287-0379.
ENCYCLOPEDIA, 20 vols. Like new. Pay
$167.25 or 510 per mo.
ws
-erings 377-4679.
nor jacket $10, leatherette
MAROON
ar coat $8. sport jacket $5. Eisenhower
a wet 53, all size 38. 2 sport jackets
me 40, $5 ea. All like new. 264-9865
FANTASTIC DISCOUNT ON RECORDS!
We’ll mail you any record in print and
pay the postage ourselves. $4.98 list
goes for $3.45, $5.98 for $3.95, $6.98
for $4.45. Brand-new, factory-sealed.
Schwann Catalogue free with first order. AL, P.O. Box 256, Watsonville
95076
RECORDS AND TAPES. All current 45’s.
L.P.’s, cartridges, cassettes and reel to
reel tapes for sale at a 40% discount.
Special order basis through a wholesa’er. Order by Tues, pick up on Fri.
rack cartridges recorded. Advance
,-,,,,nent not necessary. Ken - 1021
High Rise Dorrn. 3-5 M -F, 287-3481.
WOODLATHE, 12" swing, 4’ long $29.95 new. Radial Drill Press, 32" $37.50 new. 8" Bell -bearing, Tilt-arbor
table saw with 1 h.p. motor - complete
for $60 new. 292-0409 or 1 blk. from
carnpus at 60 E. San Fernando.
TYPEWRITER FOR SALE: SCM 220
Electric. Cost $240, will sell $190. Call
246-9544 after 7 p.m. Ask for Bill.

AUTOMOTIVE (2)

HELP WANIED (4)

’68 BMW 1600. Wh;te ’Black ;-terior.
AM/FM ’a -h.. Nes, Tires, Extras. 24.000
Me, o
cared for ard in flawess so -d. Mrs+ see. $2250. 378-9647
354-4754.
1953 MGTD, Excellent condition. Good
top and tires. Runs good. A steal at
$900. 287-2381.
’66 MGB - Powder blue, AM/FM, con,ole, wire wheels, orig. tires, 24,000 mi.
’,collect Cond. $1,500 firm. Call 245’450 after 6 p.m.

$ NEED MONEY $ - Newspaper sample program full time, part time, steady
work, 4 good men wanted immediately.
Age 18 to 29. $2 pet hr. guaranteed
plus bonus. No esp. needed. Earn while
you learn. Transportation fm. Call to.
day. Mr. Looney 292-6811.

’69 TRIA, Red, Wire Wheels, Michelin
X Tires, 11/1-1, Original owner. Best offer, 738-3333

.

THURSDAY

NON-PROFIT FLYING CLUB needs students and licensed pilots. Four aircraft,
low membership fee & monthly dues..
257-7562 or 24841484.
MEDITATION. Tues, & Thurs. ’
YOGA
eve. 730-930. 70 Hawthorne Way, S.J.
by Sri A. Alexandrou,
286-5487
EUROPE JET FLIGHTS
(For students, faculty and staff only)
Los Angeles -London- tRound-trip) Mar.
29--June 16, 11 Weeks $255. June 15Sept. 22, 14 Weeks $295. June 21 -Aug
21, 9 Weeks $295. July 5-Sept. 3, 8
Weeks $295. For application write or
call: LTS TRAVEL: 4246 Overland Ave.
Culver City, 90230. (408) 286-6929
213) 539.7591.
AUTO INSURANCE as low as $86 per
married good students. Also,
savings for single men over
Ca: t.i 244=9600. _
Ore’
,
Isting aver.
THINKING GIRLS
omrnunicate
a r
1
-1 n,.20 1 ;
-;-ate may be
- - Here In

1957 CHEVY, RUNS O.K., Auto. Trans.
$75. Call 296.3528 weekends or evenings.
1482 Hedding St.

-

,....

’ .1"’

ere.11Pipe-SIop

the Huelga table on Seventh
Street today and tomorrow or
taken to the Chicano BOP, Bldg.
V at 177 S. 10th St.

Ideas Requested
Suggestions for speakers, programs,

or

miscellaneous

45 N. 1st St.

247-0463

3 Doors North of Penny’s

items

pertaining to commencement are
being sought by student members
of the Commencement Committee. Ideas may be turned in to the
Student Activities and Services
Office, Adm242.

HEATHERLEE AGENCY now hiring part
time bab,, t’ems and housekeepers. 2963533.
GALS - STUDENTS! Hours arranged to
fit your schedule. Starting salary to
$2.00 per hour. plus bonuses. Pleasant
telephone work in circulation department. 298-4479.
MALE & FEMALE: Full or Part-time Ice
Cream & Soft Drink Vending Route.
30% commission. Tropical Ice Cream
Co. 358 N. Montgomery. 9-11 a.m.
297.4228.

Minimum
Three lines
One day
3 limn

Student Headquarters
for the finest in pipes
and tobaccos

One day

Two days

Three days

Four days

Five days

1.50

2.00

2.25

2.40

2.50

4 lines

2.00

2.50

2.75

2.90

5 lines

2.50

3.00

3.25

-3.40

3.00
3.50

6 lines
Add this
amount for
each addl
bond line

3.00

3.50

3.75

3.90

4.00

r’Aglita"451N.
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- ..........

it I .4 FREE DINNER
/(Iftill
WITH THIS COUPON

TRANSPORTATION 191
JET CHARTERS for Christmas to New
York & Europe, round trip. No fee. Call
Prof. David Mage at 293-1033.
THREE PERSONS NEED RIDE to LA or
San Diego area. Will share espensea.
Contact Leigh at 293-2231 Tues. or Wed.

To Place
an ad:
Come to:
Classified Adv.
Office - J206
MON.-WED.-FRI.
11 -1 - 1:30-3:30
TUES.-THURS.

la LOOK , WOZTLEY, WE KNOW Youlte
TLIE c4-eas AREN’T RE5CONOING

Dt5APPoINTE0 THAT.
REASON eS. LOGIC’
BUT WE PONT THINK THIS t5 THE TIME TO GO/IILITAIVrir

9:30-10:30 - 2-4

Send in handy

NAME

I.,,,q

SERVICES 181
STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fast. Accurate, Minor Editing. Mrs. Baxter. Phone
244-6581.
EXPERT TYPING SERVICE E. San Jaille
258-4335 143 Bahama Way,
RENT A TV OR STEREO: Fris marvico.
No contract. Free delivery in SJ. Cell
Esche’s, 251-2598,
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Accurate, Feat.
Can Edit. 5 miles from campus. Mrs.
Aslanian - 298-4104.
EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC.
Master’s - Reports - Dissertations.
Marianne Tambora, 1924 Harris Au..
Call 371-0395. San Jose.
JAN’S TYPING SERVICE - Resumes,
letters, term papers, statistical work.
forms. 5027 Hyland Ave. S.J. 259-6523.
TYPING MY HOME - near Westgate
Shopping Center - Electric Typownter,
PICA Type. 379-5098.
FOR YOUR PERFECT MATCH call
Campus Dating Service, $2. 296-3533.
TYPING - my home 35c a page. WIfi
do minor editing. Contact 257-6788,
OUTSTANDING TYPING - Electric,
Term Papers. reports manuscripts. Vivan
Barker, 294.0076.
TV’s FOR RENT - SPECIAL STUDENT
RATE $9.00 per month. Call 377-2935.
ALTERATIONS. DRESSMAKING
Call Kris
297-4390

No refunds on cancelled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)

ADDRESS
’,,,\

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

CLASSIFIED RATES

BIG BARNEY TRIO
BIG BARNEY, french fries, and I5c drink Il for 49c with
this coupon. LIMIT ONE TRIO PER COUPON. One coupon
per family at one time. Clip and present to Mil RED BARN
At 250 E. Santa Clara St.

..I. IL i \rii:i

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED: to
LOST AND FOUND (S)
share 4 bdrm, 2 bath apt. w 3 others.
Need by Dec. 1 or Dec. 15. 5 blocks
TAN LABRADOR PUPPY near
LOST:
from campus. Phone 287-3476.
12th & San Carlos 11/14. REWARD OF1 BORN. APT. at 545 S. 9th St. 5140/ FERED. 287-7259 - Gordon or Marti.
mo. Call 292-3378 or see Gary at 595
FOUND: Female, white long -hair cat
S. 9th St. #2.
close to SJS garage Tuesday 11/18. Call
MALE ROOMMATE: Senior Graphic de- Sandy 379.9819.
sign prefered. Partila furnished 1 bdrm. STOLEN NOV. 10 in front of S/D Bldg.
S, studio, 595 S. 9th $62.50/mo. All in- British rake Girl’s bike, blue. Great
cluded. Call John 287-1082.
sentimental value, no questions asked.
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED: Furnished Please call Val - Allen Hall, Rm. 321.
apt. 470 S. 11th *21. Two months rent Call 294-8741.
for $75. 287-1011.
LOST: A set of keys on ring with small
FURNISHED ROOM at State 1 1, $50/ Bowling Pin attached 11-3. Call 225- Nancy.
0408
Parking,
1
block
from
school.
155
mo.
FOUND - 31/2 mo. Female German
S. 11th.
Shepard. Gray/Black with Red Leather
COUPLES AND GIRLS: 1 bdrm. apt., collar with steel studs. 287-4081.
$125/mo. Quiet, near college. 165 E.
LOST: prescription sun glasses in brown
Reed St. #3,
case. Reward, Phone 247.3481, Room
NEED IMMEDIATELY - 2 Female 418 West Hall, Bob Nanninqa.
roommates. $55/mo. 4 bdrm. house with
5 others. 293-0400.
PERSONALS (7)
ONE GIRL ROOMMATE needed to
share a nice cozy house with 2 others
- begin Dec. 1. $62/mo. util. pd. 286- HATHA YOGA & MEDITATION. Tues.
8200.
& Thins, eve. 7:30-9:30. 70 Hawthorne
FEMALE ROOMMATE. Own room in 2 Way, S.J. 286-5487. Sri A. Alexandrou
bdrm. house on S. 8t1) St. 555/mo. over WILL TRADE beginning or advanced
21, non.smoker. 293-0881 or 287-1659. French lessons for beginning flute lessons.
APPLICANTS now being accepted for Call 287.1428.
spring semester. Deluse 2 & 3 bdrrn, REWARD - For whomever saw the hitapts., all electric kitchens. 470 Apts., andrun involving a white Porsche on 7th
& Son Carlos (11-17) 322-4100
470 S. 11th St. Mgr, 287.7590.
LIBERAL FEMALE needed. Own room ONE LOVING KITTEN is hoping her
tiger makes his kill on or before January
$60/mo. 1004 S. 8th. 292-8545.
31, 1970.
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED: Upper div. UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED PERto share 2 bdrm. Townhouse at Royal MANENTLY 235 E. Santa Clara St. Rm.
Lanai Apts. - Pool, Sauna. $80/mo. 513, Phone 294-4499.
Call 251.4022
REMEMBER, THE CLOTHES HORSE
OWNER SELLING villa at The Villages BOUTIQUE has the clothes and acces(Evergreen) below cost. All Country sories you need for every day and speClub privileges. Adult Condominium. cial dates. Easy let/away plan. Many
items 1/2 off. 242 S. 3rd, between San
Call 274-0175 After 6 p.m.
Carlos & San Antonio.
GIRL NEEDS GIRL to share 3 bdrm.
CONGRATULATIONS!
apt. on Alum Rock. $70/mo. Prefer
liberal, over 21 - Call 286.6209 or
Queen Catherine Schneider
251-0295.
Managers, John and Mary Ann

SO YOU’RE driving a "TURKEY!" Clean
it at Astor’s and stuff it with love.
Astor’s Coin Auto Wash - 732 S. 1st. WAITERS-busboys wanted, must speak
Chinese. Experienced. Waikiki Village,
’65 GTO Ans. Mags.Firastone
15466 San Jose - Los Gatos Rd. 356Posi. etc. $1495/offer. ’68 Honda 350 9 I 64.
Scrambler $450/offer. 967.1984.
7 MONTHS FREE RENT (Feb. to Sept.)
’65 HONDA 5-90, Low mileage, Good in home of professor to responsible
Cc- a on - Dependable. $150. Call couple in exchange for caring for his
"it
3 school age children, Feb. to May only.
’65 MGB. B. R. Green. Wire wheels. For additional info. 264.3994 or SJS
ores excl. cond. $1450 or Ext. 2782.
est r k
Phone 322.9058.
HOUSING 151
’62 TR-4, Red/Black interior, new tires
:cellent Condition. $900 or best
COLLEGE COUPLES WELCOME! - 2
’, 3014
child - OK/Adult area/pool/rec. rm.
1967 HONDA SCRAMBLER 305, Tuned 10 min. from
SJS. 2 bdrm. $135 Mgr.
286 3795.
541/2. 257 6232.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED: To
share 2 bdrm, apt. with 3 other girls.
FOR SALE (3)
Firm. 547.50/mo, 780 S. 11th, #19.
293-4277.
U.S. SURPLUS: Field Jackets, Combat
Boots, Bell Bottom Pants, Pea Coats, & FEMALE graduate student to share 3
Camping Supplies: HIPPIE FASHIONS: bdrrn, home with same. Walking distance
Furs, Leather & Suede Jackets, Velvet to SJSC $75. 293-1429, I4th St.
Goodies. Jack & Pat’s 3rd Hand Store. 2 BORN. APTS. near campus. Furnished,
375 E. Hedding St. between 8th 84 9th. parking, laundry facilities. 495 E. WilHours 11-6. Closed Mondays.
liam. 298.6381,

Hi, We’re New

I

Food Drive Near End

The Intercultural S leering
(’ommittee, with the help of the
Community Committee for International Students, has a list of
families who would like to house
any foreign students who need a
place to stay during the Thanksgiving holidays.

VERRRY IN-TER.ESTING FIGURE: 10%
s Astor’s Coin
Of Our custom,
Aptcwash. 732 St, s
"GOOD THINGS COME IN SMALL
PACKAGES" 20c hamburgers fcr Sc
7 at Red Bare 6th & Santa
I 7" 69,
iHnis 1
SKI BEAR VALLEY
7 DRAWER, New. Never used, excellent
walnut finish, $55.00, desperate, Call
Call V .
246.3236 evenings.

i7 ap1101,7ttr:’
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ANNOUNCEMENTS Ill

.

11 you haven’t had a Big Barney,
you don’t know what you’re
missing! Two delicsnis hamburger
patties, cheese. lettuce, pickle.
and our own special truce on a
double -deck rail Try it with
French Fines and a Coke today!
Regular Price 84e

-

Plans Made
For Holiday

the AWC was received from
President Hobert W. Burns. President Burns congratulated AWC
on its recent successful petition
gatherings from local residents
for support of the project. The
proposals will now be presented
to the city of San Jose for approval.
Election voting of officers was
also held at the last meeting.

Spartan Daily Classifieds

,

French Fries & Coke

III

basic

a

"A Spirit
Christmas is ..."
will be this year’s theme for the
All Women’s Council Christmas
seasonal activities.
The theme was decided upon
at the last AWC meeting. Included among the yuletide programs will be a Christmas bazaar. Christmas caroling and a
door decoration contest.
A letter of commendation on
the lighting project sponsored by

I

A COMPLETE
MEAL ONLY 49,

.711 l. l I I/ i

5100.000 punitive damages.
O’Neal’s lawyer may charge the
tactical squad with violation of
the federal civil rights legislation
in depriving O’Neal of his civil
rights. Ile claims to have been
deprived of immediate medical
attention.

terminal-level graduates may receive $2600 and $2800 respectively. Applicants may request nine
or 12 month tenures.
Applications should be made to
the Fellowship Office, National
Research Council, 2101 Constitution Ave., Washington, D.C. 20418.
Notification of acceptaisce or denial will be made on March 15,
1970.

bet

7 colors of paper

(70041

The

O’Neal Sues S.F.;
Tac Squad Charged

AIESEIC, 7 p.m., A!
Room, College 1’n, :,
meeting.

SUNDAY

5.

Foundation plans to award approximately 2,400 graduate fellowships for the 1970-71 academic year.
Awards will lie made for studs
or work leading to master’s ta
doctoral degrees in the mathematical, physical, medical, biological, engineering, social sciences.

Student Action Against Pollution. 7730 p.m.. M11226. All intere,ted students invited.
Young Desnocrate, 7 p.m., first
rmeting this year, in the College
Union C,Liveras. Room A.

Students for a Democratic society, 4 p.m.. C11165. Discussion
on "Racist Reef uitc-is Off Cam -

with coupon

ate Fellowship; is Dec.

and in history and philosophy of
science.
Stipends and allowances will
consist of $2400 as the
12month stipend for first-year graduate fellows. Intermediate and
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Daily Classifieds.
For
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Phone

City

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
0 Help Planted (4)
0 Personals (7)
Aadatincemeda (1)
0 Services (1)
1496411K1 (5)
0 Lod and Found (6)
(3 For Salo (3)
0 Transportation (V)

o
o Auomotiv (2)

Enclose cash or check.
Make check out to Spartan

Print Name
.50

0

order blank

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, CALIF.
95114
Please dew 2 days after plating for ad

spew.

Days

Phone 294-6414,

Ext. 2465

